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Introduction
Shoulder pain is a common cause of morbidity in the society with surveys showing that 9-26% of the adult population being affected at a point in time [1]. It is the third most common cause of musculoskeletal pain in the community after back and knee pain. Shoulder pain usually indicates an underlying shoulder, neck or nerve pathology. Shoulder conditions causing pain can be broadly divided into rotator cuff disease, biceps tendon disease, acromioclavicular joint disease and glenohumeral pathology of adhesive capsulitis or arthritis [2]. In the subtype of rotator cuff disease, rotator cuff tendinopathy, subacromial bursitis, partial-thickness rotator cuff tears (PTRCT) and full thickness tears are the common causes of pain and disability. The major cause of these conditions has been attributed to degenerative changes that come along with ageing. Full thickness rotator cuff tears have been studied, well recognized and managed very effectively. In contrast, the diagnosis and treatment of PTRCTs remains controversial. The purpose of this article is to define partial thickness tears, classify them, and discuss the pathophysiology, diagnosis and their management.

Anatomy
The rotator cuff is made up of 4 tendons – supraspinatus, infraspinatus, subscapularis and teres minor that arise from the scapula. The muscles move towards the humerus and along with the ligaments and other muscles help in shoulder stability and mobility. Much like the other tendons, most of the cuff is formed by type 1 collagen with proteoglycans, elastin, glycosaminoglycans and water. An area known as the ‘critical zone’ on the supraspinatus insertion has been said to have insufficient blood supply but in contrast Ultrasound Doppler studies have shown a normal supply in this region [3].

Figure 1: Partial thickness rotator cuff tears (the black arrow).

The insertion of the rotator cuff follows a consistent pattern. Each tendon attaches to a bony landmark on the humerus to create a footprint. The four tendons of rotator cuff splay out and interdigitate into one tendon and insert onto the humeral head in a horseshoe shaped pattern. The supraspinatus has its
insertion on the greater tuberosity. Near its insertion the fibres of the supraspinatus and infraspinatus combine. The fibres of the subscapularis and supraspinatus enclose the biceps tendon. The subscapularis arises from the subscapular fossa and has its insertion on the lesser tuberosity beside the bicipital groove near the articular surface. Fibrous tissue originating from the coracohumeral ligament covers the anterior and bursal sides of the supraspinatus tendon. The infraspinatus surfaces from the infraspinatus fossa of the scapula and inserts onto the greater tuberosity. Some of its fibres fuse with supraspinatus and some fuse with teres minor [3-5] (Figure 1).

The superior insertion of the rotator cuff called the rotator cable looks like a thickened part of the capsule when seen from the glenohumeral joint. The cable is a deep extension of the coracohumeral ligament and made of fibrous tissue. This surrounds a thinner tissue area, consisting of the distal portions of supraspinatus and infraspinatus, called the crescent region that has its insertion at the greater tuberosity. This crescent region is contained within an avascular zone [6]. Most partial thickness tears tend to occur in this region. This rotator cable-crescent complex is believed to have stress-shielding properties (Figure 2).

Classification

In 1983 the Neer classification described rotator cuff disease in 3 stages of impingement, with rotator cuff tears being classed in the final (3rd) stage. Partial thickness rotator cuff tears can be classified on three different bases - where they are located (articular, bursal or intratendinous), which tendon of the rotator cuff has been affected (supraspinatus, infraspinatus, teres minor or subscapularis) and the size of the tendon tear, calculated as a percentage of the thickness of the tendon [9]. The Ellman classification is based on arthroscopic intra-operative findings. A grade 1 tear is <3mm deep, a grade 2 tear is 3-6mm deep and not more than 50% of the tendon thickness and a grade 3 is >6mm in depth or more than 50% of the tendon thickness [10]. This system has been simplified into two categories, <50% or <6mm and >50% or >6mm. This classification is widely used to determine the treatment regime.

The Snyder [11] classification described the location, degree and size of the tear. The location being articular, bursal or a complete tear. PTRCTs were then further sub-classified as normal, grade 1, 2, 3 or 4. Grade 1 representing synovial irritation or capsular fraying in a small localised area usually less than 1 cm. Grade 2 – a lesion with fraying and failure of some rotator cuff fibres along with synovial, bursal or capsular injury in an area of less than 2 cm. Grade 3 – more severe rotator cuff injury with fragmentation of the tendon fibres in an area less than 3 cm. Grade 4 – very severe injury with a sizeable flap, usually larger than 3 cm, and involves more than one tendon [12]. The Ellman and Snyder classification both did not cover intratendinous tears and were intended mainly for arthroscopic examination.

Habermayer proposed a new arthroscopic classification of articular-sided supraspinatus tears which includes determining the tear size, like the older classifications, this however also includes classification of the size and location of the tear in the sagittal and coronal plane. This system does not include bursal sided and intratendinous tears [11,12]. The Ellman classification is the most widely used and accepted system despite other systems being introduced (Table 1) (Figure 3). The Habermayer classification of partial thickness tears in the coronal plane. Longitudinal extension of articular sided supraspinatus tears in the coronal plane. Type 1 tear is a small tear at the changeover from cartilage to bone. Type 2 tear is a tear in the centre of the footprint and Type 3 is an extension of the tear to the greater tuberosity (Figure 4).
Table 1: Classification of partial thickness rotator cuff tears [10-12].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification of partial thickness tears</th>
<th>Ellman</th>
<th>Snyder (articular, bursal or complete)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Has not been validated</td>
<td>Grade 1, &lt; 3 mm or &lt; 25% of tendon thickness</td>
<td>0 - normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does not include classification of intratendinous tears</td>
<td>Grade 2, 3-6 mm or 25-50% of tendon thickness</td>
<td>1 - slight superficial bursal or synovial irritation or slight capsular fraying over a small area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grade 3, &gt;6 mm or &gt;50% of tendon thickness</td>
<td>2 - Fraying and failure of some rotator cuff fibres in addition to synovial, bursal or capsular injury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3—More severe rotator cuff injury fraying and fragmentation of tendon fibres often involving the whole tendon cuff</td>
<td>4—Very severe partial rotator cuff tear that contains a sizeable flap tear and more than one tendon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Progression from type 1 tear to type 2 to type 3.

The Habermayer classification of partial thickness tears in the sagittal plane. Sagittal extension of articular supraspinatus tendon tears in transverse plane. Type A tear is a tear in the coracohumeral ligament that continues into the medial border of the supraspinatus tendon. Type B tear is a tear isolated within the crescent zone. Type C tears are a tear extending from the lateral border of the pulley system over the medial border of the supraspinatus tendon up to the area of the crescent zone [11,12].

Incidence

It has been known that the true prevalence of partial tears is much more than usually reported. Many of the people who have the tears are asymptomatic [13]. Cadaveric and imaging studies have shown that the prevalence of PTRCTs lies in the range of 13% - 32% [14] and correlates with the patient’s age significantly, p < 0.05. This has been supported by a MRI study showing a 20% overall prevalence of partial thickness tears in all age groups. However the prevalence of partial thickness tears in the age group above sixty was 26%, age group forty to sixty was 24% and age group nineteen to thirty-nine years old was only 4% [15].

Reilly et al. [15] reported that 18.5% of the 2553 cadaveric shoulders studied had partial thickness rotator cuff tears. A study of 249 cadaveric supraspinatus tendons revealed that 7% had a full thickness tear whereas 13% had a PTRCT (2.4% bursal sided, 3.6% articular sided and 7.2% intratendinous tears), suggesting the prevalence of partial thickness tears to be more than that of full thickness tears [9,16]. Amongst the three types of partial thickness tears intratendinous tears have been reported to be the most common, with a cadaveric study reporting 55% of all PTRCTs to be intratendinous tears [17]. Articular sided tears have been reported to be 2-3 times more common than bursal sided tears. It has been proposed that the cause for this in older patients is an area of hypo vascularity on the articular side that runs from the musculotendinous junction to within 5mm of its insertion. The supraspinatus tendon has the highest incidence of tearing amongst the four rotator cuff tendons [18]. Thus tears commonly present on the articular side of the supraspinatus tendon [19,20]. A study with senior athletes, aged over 60, showed that the prevalence of partial thickness was greater in athletes than in the general population of the same age [21]. Overall these results illustrate the importance of age as being an important factor in the prevalence of partial thickness rotator cuff tears.

Pathology

The pathology leading to the formation of PTRCTs is multifactorial. This can be intrinsic, extrinsic or traumatic [9]. Intrinsic factors include age related changes such as hypo cellularity, fascicular disruption, fascicular thinning, granulation tissue formation, dystrophic calcification and decreased vascularity and metabolic changes. Extrinsic factors include sub acromial impingement, internal impingement, glenohumeral instability and trauma [22-24]. Many studies have researched into microscopic changes and strain patterns. Fukuda, Hamada and Yamanaka [25] looked at 12 specimens with bursal-sided rotator cuff tears. Along with degeneration they noted disruption in the normal layer and increased vascularity at the site of tendon...
insertion. The proximal stump however was relatively avascular and rich in chondrocytes.

The superior shoulder capsule attaches to a large area (30%-61%) of the greater tuberosity. The capsule lies below the supraspinatus and infraspinatus tendons which also attach to the greater tuberosity. Thus it has been suggested that an articular sided tear can include a tear of the superior shoulder capsule and increase the likelihood of joint laxity. Biomechanical studies [18,26-28] have pointed out that the presence of PTRCTs alters the strain patterns within the remaining healthy tendon thus predisposing it to tear propagation [29]. A cadaveric study reported that the pathological and structural changes on the under surface of the acromion were associated with bursal sided tears. The incidence of acromial spurs has been reported to be the highest in bursal sided tears. In a study where all patients were presenting with impingement signs and sub acromial bursitis, many were noted to have type II or III acromion suggesting that subacromial impingement is a significant cause for bursal sided tears [30].

The majority of strain studies on intact tendons have reported that the strain is greater on the bursal side than on the articular side. It has been contemplated that the difference in the strain pattern contributes to a greater tear propagation in bursal sided infraspinatus tears. This can cause clinical consequences such that bursal sided tears are harder to treat with physical therapy (conservative). This was tested on sheep tendons. However, in a study on human supraspinatus tendons a similar pattern was observed where the transverse stiffness was greater on the bursal side than the articular side [31].

Many other factors are being proposed in the development of PTRCTs as more research is done. A risk factor for a PTRCT was suggested to be a tear in the contra lateral shoulder. The study showed that people with surgically treated rotator cuff tears had a higher prevalence of tears or a lack of functioning of the contra lateral shoulder [13]. Biopsies done on nine PTRCTs of the supraspinatus tendon, compared with healthy subscapularis tendon, showed an increased density of apoptotic p53+ tendon cells. This may relate to the healing process and has been suggested as a possible therapeutic target in the future [32]. A recent study ruled out any co-relation between macro vascular disease, atherosclerosis, and rotator cuff tears suggesting that vascular pathology is not a cause for rotator cuff disease or if it is, then it is likely to be micro vascular [33].

Collectively partial thickness rotator cuffs are caused by a combination of many factors. These factors are mostly age related but can also be due to extrinsic factors. It can be noted that conservative treatment may be a factor for poor prognosis of PTRCTs; however recognition of newer factors will be of therapeutic significance in the future.

### Diagnosis

The diagnosis is based on the patient’s presentation, physical examination and the use of diagnostic imaging.

Clinical history and Examination. The patient’s usual presentation is with pain and discomfort. But this can widely vary in every patient with some complaining of chronic pain, shoulder instability and decreased throwing speed [34]. Examination of the shoulder can reveal painful arc syndrome, crepitus, impingement and loss of strength in the affected side [35]. This has a considerable overlap with other shoulder pathologies such as subacromial bursitis and with full thickness rotator cuff tears. Other tests done include the empty can test, full can test and drop arm test. A study found the sub acromial grind test, consisting of positive palpable crepitus on passive internal and external rotation of the shoulder while abducted in the scapular plane, to be useful in full thickness supraspinatus tears but not in PTRCTs [36]. There has been a long-standing association of rotator cuff pathology with sub-acromial volume, however, a MRI study with 46 patients found no relationship between the two. Sub-acromial volume is not yet reliable to help diagnose a rotator cuff tear [37]. Clinical findings should prompt imaging studies to give a better idea of the extent of the tear and its location. It is also known that many tears can be asymptomatic and thus association with imaging can be decisive.

### X-rays

Radiographs were used to look for possible causes of rotator cuff disease in the past. They did not show any abnormalities in acute phases but pointed out the presence of sub acromial spurs. They can also show degenerative changes in the greater tuberosity of the head of humerus. These can be changes such as osteophytes, subchondral cysts, sclerosis and osteolysis [38]. These could be the potential causes for impingement of the rotator cuff.

### Ultrasound and MRI scan

2-D sonography or ultrasound is a widely used technique in the diagnosis of rotator cuff tears, with accuracy between 87% and 96%. The use of 3-D ultrasound has been reported to have a good inter-observer reliability in full thickness supraspinatus tears but not in PTRCTs. 3-D ultrasound has also shown to have a 17.4% greater sensitivity than 2-D ultrasound. However, these studies are limited by the number of participants and more data is needed [39].

A study done comparing ultrasound and MRI concluded that there was no difference between the two. The ultrasound detected 68.4% whilst MRI detected 63.2% of the PTRCTs. A meta-analysis done on 65 studies concluded that MR arthrography was more accurate than both MRI and ultrasound, whereas there was no difference between the sensitivity and the specificity for...
MRI and ultrasound. Although, it was also stated that ultrasound is more cost-effective and will save more time. In terms of MR arthrography, the risk of an invasive technique should always be considered [40]. The use of ultrasound in general is cheap and non-invasive however the diagnostic accuracy can be limited by the operator.

The diagnosis of intratendinous tears has been pointed out to be the most difficult to diagnose amongst the PTRCTs. Their accuracy of diagnosis has improved with the different MRI sequences and arm positioning. The signals include the linear high signal, within the tendon, that is along the tendon direction and focal defect at tendon insertion that does not communicate with either side of the tendon. A study done diagnosed close to 79% of intratendinous tears [17]. Other diagnostics used are direct MR arthrography and indirect MR arthrography. Although direct MR arthrography is more accurate in general, it is also more invasive and causes radiation exposure.

Indirect MR arthrography uses paramagnetic contrast media and has shown a sensitivity of diagnosing supraspinatus and infraspinatus partial tears to be 84% and 86% respectively [41]. Some studies have reported better diagnostic accuracy with indirect MR arthrography over the conventional MRI that does not use contrast [42,43]. Another meta-analysis and a systematic review have reported no difference in the sensitivity and specificity of MRI and ultrasound scans [44]. MR arthrography however was more accurate in the diagnosis of partial and full thickness tears. Thus, ultrasound has been recommended as the modality of use to recognise partial thickness tears but MR arthrography can be utilised if no other techniques provide a definitive diagnosis since this has the best sensitivity and specificity [40].

**Arthroscopy**

Arthroscopy allows a thorough assessment of tears with visualisation of the surrounding tissue and thus is the best-known modality for diagnosis of bursal and articular sided tears. Once a diagnosis has been made the extent of the partial thickness tear needs to be determined. This has been done using an estimate of the bone exposed on the rotator cuff footprint with a reference shaver of a known size, which is compared with existing anatomical, clinical and radiographic data that is then used to generate a percentage. As this method is not accurate new methods have been suggested. The intra-articular depth guide is proposed to be used in bursal and articular sided tears. It is a device made with two parts, an inner probe which measures the size of the exposed footprint while the outer sleeve measures the tendon thickness. In a study on 8 cadavers it was found that the intra-articular depth guide was more accurate than the conventional method as it determined the total tendon thickness closer to the true anatomical measurements [45].

Arthroscopy is the gold standard in diagnosis of PTRCTs. However, this invasive procedure and generally performed concurrently with arthroscopic repair. Thus, the findings from ultrasound or MRI along with history and examination should be used collectively to make a clinical diagnosis.

**Treatment**

**Conservative Management**

Partial thickness rotator cuff tears are treated similarly to the patient with cuff tendinopathy and subacromial bursitis. Patients are often advised to avoid aggravating activates, take rest, apply heat modalities (ultrasound or heat), massage and take NSAIDs. In the early phases the use of steroid injections can be helpful. Once the inflammation and pain is under control more exercises can be performed to increase muscle strength. Free weights and rubber bands can be used with progressively increasing resistance to increase strength [9]. A recent study concluded that 91% of patients treated conservatively were content with their treatment at 46 months of follow up. It was also observed that patients without any history of shoulder trauma, non-dominant shoulder or tear less than 50% of tendon thickness were more likely to recover [46]. A clinical follow up study was done by Yamanaka & Matsumoto [47] on 40 patients with partial thickness articular sided tears, diagnosed with arthrography and managed conservatively.

Arthroscopy repeated at a mean of 412 days revealed healing of the tear in 4 patients, reduction in size of the tear in 4 patients, larger tears size in 21 patients and progression to full thickness tears in 11 patients. Recently the use of hyaluronic injections has shown to be beneficial when compared to placebo but RCTs have found its effectiveness to be comparable with steroids [48,49]. Further research needs to be done to look at the long-term success of conservative management within groups with different factors such as age, intrinsic or extrinsic causes. Novel treatments such as ultrasound guided autologous tenocyte implantation (ATI), a bioengineered treatment, platelet-rich plasma and stem cell injections are being considered but need more research to be done before these can be implemented [50,51].

**Surgical treatment**

Usually surgical intervention is indicated if conservative management has failed to control patient symptoms in the past 6 months, however earlier intervention may be necessary if significant functional disability is present. Other factors that are likely to affect this decision are the patient age, associated shoulder pathologies, occupation, activity level and the size of the tear [52]. Surgical treatment for PTRCTs includes debridement of the PTRCT with or without acromioplasty, arthroscopic management with trans-tendinous tear repair or conversion of the tear to a full thickness tear to be then repaired.
Debridement +/- Acromioplasty

Debridement with or without acromioplasty is usually performed in low grade tears or tears that are less than 50% the tendon thickness. Acromioplasty has shown to have good outcomes in PTRCTs. Studies looking at debridement and sub-acromial decompression in PTRCTs have shown varying data with no clear benefit of one over the other. However, the procedure seems more likely to be successful in certain types of patients. A study done on 43 athletes under the age of 40 with a follow up of 2 years showed variability in the results. Athletes with acute injuries compared to the athletes who suffered a traumatic partial thickness tears had better outcomes (86% vs. 66% respectively) when treated with debridement. The number of athletes who returned to play was also significantly greater (19%) in the acute injuries group of patients [53].

A study in low grade tears showed no difference in bursal-sided and articular-sided tears. Cordasco et al. [54] revealed good results in a study done on 77 shoulders but concluded that there was a significantly higher rate of failure in bursal-sided tears (29%) compared to articular-sided tears (3%) when treated with acromioplasty. Debridement and acromioplasty did not aid in healing of PTRCTs and the tears could potentially advance to form full thickness tears. This has been supported by Kartus et al. [55] who reported that 34.6% of partial thickness tears had progressed to a full thickness tears after a follow up of 8.4 years. This was in contrast to another study with acromioplasty and debridement which reported that only 6.5% repairs progressed into full thickness tears in patients with a mean age of 59.2 years [56]. A systematic review done on 16 studies concluded that debridement with or without acromioplasty had good outcomes in low grade tears but development of a further tear was a possibility [57]. It thus appears that debridement with or without acromioplasty has good outcomes for low grade tears and more likely to be useful in some patients but at the same time it does not prevent tear progression.

Tear Conversion Followed by Repair

A widely-used treatment of high grade bursal and articular-sided PTRCTs involve its conversion to full-thickness repairs followed by tendon repair. However, this method is thought to cause a mismatch between the length-tension aspect of the tear and the healthy part of the rotator cuff and thus increase re-tear rate. Studies done to compare tear conversion in bursal and articular sided tears have shown similar results in terms of the outcome, with one study reporting an equal or better outcome in bursal sided tears compared to articular sided tears. They did not show any difference in the tear rates on follow up [58,59]. A study done on 41 patients (42 shoulders) with high grade tears with an average age of 53 years reported 88% of complete repairs at 11 months. At follow up they observed that the average age of patients with progression to full thickness tears (62.6 years) was significantly higher compared to patients who did not have a tear progression [51.8 year] [60].

In situ Repair

This involves leaving the bursal sided cuff untouched while repairing just the torn articular sided region and thus theoretically has an advantage over the tear conversion technique as some of the anatomy is preserved. However, it has also been reported that the trans-tendon repair might have its flaws as it involves tying the bursal layer down and can cause over tightening of the bursal side. Newer studies have shown an all-inside technique with better post-operative results relating to the stiffness caused by over tightening [61]. Trans-tendon repair - This is a type of in situ repair technique widely used to treat articular sided tears. The trans-tendon repair technique has shown good improvement in functional outcomes after surgery as well [62]. Castricini et al. [63] treated 33 patients with the trans-tendon technique with an average 33 month follow up period and reported an increase of more than 100% in the constant score before and after the surgery. Furthermore, no post-operative tears were reported.

Procedures performed from the bursal side are without visualisation, thus a new trans-tendon repair technique using arthroscopy and bursoscopy at the same time for partial thickness articular surface rotator cuff tears has been presented. It has better visualisation and thus reduces the probability of complications in surgery. However, a larger study needs to be done [64]. The trans-tendon repair has been attributed to causing stiffness and thus newer techniques have been suggested. A study done on 20 patients with high grade tears reported high levels of success, only 1 patient not returning to their previous level of activity, when treated with a new all-inside repair technique [63] this high rate of repair has been supported by other studies [65,66] (Table 2).

Table 2: Trans-tendon vs. tear conversion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Number of patients (before loss to follow up)</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Intact repair %</th>
<th>% Patients satisfied or returned to normal activity</th>
<th>Follow up time in months</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kamath et al.</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>Tear conversion</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castricini et al.</td>
<td>31 (33)</td>
<td>Trans-tendon repair</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spencer</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Trans-tendon repair</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td></td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Many studies have looked at the differences in trans-tendon and tear conversion techniques. Biomechanical studies have shown a higher ultimate load failure in patients with trans-tendon repair compared to tear conversion in articular sided PTRCTs [16]. Kim et al. [67] compared the in-situ repairs versus tear conversion with repair for partial thickness tears and concluded that there was an increase in functional outcomes and visual analogue scores regardless of the technique used with no significant difference in the two procedures. However, the re-tear rate for bursal-sided tears was higher in the group treated with tear conversion. The re-tear rate for articular sided PTRCTs was not different. This was supported by another RCT that pointed out that both, trans-tendon repair and tear conversion with repair, had similar outcomes clinically and on imaging in articular sided PTRCTs [49]. Another systematic review on arthroscopic management of partial thickness rotator cuff tears concluded that there was no difference in the two techniques. However, there was a worse prognosis in bursal sided tears than articular sided tears [57].

A meta-analysis comparing the two techniques in articular sided tears of more than 50% thickness found no difference in the ASES (American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons) score but noted a lower re-tear rate in the trans-tendon repair. It was also recognized that the patients complained of more pain and had a slower recovery back to functionality after the trans-tendon repair [19]. Repair with tear conversion might have its own flaws as it requires sacrificing a tendon that might be healthy. Furthermore, it is harder to restore the native tendon footprint in the anatomical position. These factors can render this type of repair to fail [49,62]. It was reiterated how trans-tendon repair repair may have its flaws, where pulling the retracted tendon onto the footprint can cause tightening in the bursal side and thus cause mechanical changes. This has been attributed to the painful lengthy recovery time of these repairs and might also explain the higher chance of developing stiffness in that shoulder [68].

Thus, it can be inferred that the trans-tendon technique works better in articular sided tears which are more than 50% thickness, and in general has similar outcomes to the tear conversion technique. Although it does appear that trans-tendon repair has a lower re-tear rate than tear conversion technique.

### Double Row vs. Single Row Repair

Double row suture-bridge rotator cuff repair is a technique that has been shown to be more effective when compared to single row repair by many biomechanical studies. The former technique is shown to have a more enhanced, pressurized contact area between the tendon and footprint and decreased gap formation. Recently, the modified Mason-Allen single-row technique using triple-load anchors has been tried. A cohort study showed that this method had similar re-tear rates and functional outcomes as the double-row suture bridge technique in bursal-sided PTRCTs. The benefit of the Mason-Allen single-row technique is that it used lesser suture anchors [69].

The arthroscopic knotless inverted-mattress technique was shown to have a re-tear rate of 5% in PTRCTs after a retrospective cohort study of 1000 cases. This was however performed by a single surgeon [70]. It is still not clear one technique is preferred over the other. There has been contrasting evidence as some studies report no difference, anatomically or clinically, whereas other studies suggest that double row repair has improved outcomes. A meta-analysis of 7 studies reported no difference in the outcome score however there was a significant increase in imaging-diagnosed re-tear rates in the single-row repair technique [71]. A review of 6 studies reported lower re-tear incidence after double row repair compared to single row repair in partial thickness tears, however it also stated that the functional outcome (measured using American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons (ASES) shoulder score, the Constant shoulder score, and the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) score) were not better than the other in any of the techniques [72].

### Intratendinous Tears

The surgical treatment of intratendinous tears has been rarely studied. They have been reported to be hard to diagnose using either ultrasound or MRI. A study done on intratendinous partial thickness tears showed a high rate of healing after arthroscopic repair [17]. Uchiyama et al. [73] did a study on intratendinous tears and concluded that conservative therapy had no effect on the tear. However, the outcomes were satisfactory (ASES average score 9.10) in 18 out of the 19 patients when surgically treated with anterior acromioplasty, excision and tenorrhaphy of the tear [73].

### Conclusion

The presentation of partial thickness rotator cuff tears is a common shoulder problem prevalent within many age groups. Although new classification systems have been suggested, the older Ellman system remains to be used. Diagnostic techniques like ultrasound currently have shown good results and the accuracy is only going to get better with MR arthrography. Currently, the management of partial thickness tears still remains controversial with doubts over which patients to be treated conservatively or surgically and which type of surgery would be the most beneficial for various factors such as age and type of tear. This would need further research with larger groups to establish firmer guidelines.
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